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Sermon  11 12 16   

 You know, some of the stories, many of the stories in the Bible are preposterous, unbelievable. 

And yet many of those same stories are, at their core, about God’s gift of hope, about the impossible 

becoming possible, about faith.  And in that sense, they are quite believable. Hope may not seem very 

realistic to us at first, but in a rapidly changing world that bombards us with the beautiful and the 

abhorrent, often at the same time, we need the sanity of hope. Our readings speak to the hope that is in us 

if we are willing to recognize it and have faith.  

Here’s a story you’re probably already familiar with, a story that comes to mind upon reading 

Paul’s second letter to the Thessalonians . 

“Once upon a time, a lamb, a cat, a pig, and a little red hen lived on an old farm on a flowery hill 

surrounded by fields of golden wheat. One day, the Little Red Hen found some grains of wheat scattered 

in the barnyard. ‘Look what I've found!’ she said to the other animals. ‘Who will help me plant these 

grains of wheat?’ 

‘Not I!’ said the lamb. 

‘Not I!’ said the cat. 

‘Not I!’ said the pig. 

"Then I'll do it myself," said the Little Red Hen. And so she did.”  

And the story goes on and the Little Red Hen waters the seeds and harvests the wheat and takes it to the 

miller’s and bakes the bread, and with each step she asks who might like to help her and everyone says, 

“Not I!” Until, of course, it comes to the eating of the bread and when she asks, “Who will help me eat this 

fresh, tasty bread?” and they all answer, “We will!” 

"No, you will not," said the Little Red Hen. "You didn't help me plant it, or water it, or harvest it, or mill it, 

or bake it. I shall eat it myself!" And so she did. 

"Oh me!" said the lamb. 

"Oh my!" said the cat. 

"Oh me, oh my!" said the pig.” 

 

This is when most of us know the story is over – finished. But in a newer, modern version I 

happened to find, there is an addendum. 

“The next time the Little Red Hen found some grains of wheat, the lamb planted it in the rich, brown soil, 

the cat watered it carefully every day, and the pig harvested the wheat when it had grown tall and strong. 

When the dough was baked, together the animals made hot chocolate (there’s an embellishment for you!) 

and ate the fresh, warm bread. It was delicious! The animals lived happily ever after, cooperating and 

helping every day.” 

 
Ohhh… if only… 
 
 Now, despite the saccharine addition of the hot chocolate, I like the second version better.  Not 
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because it’s realistic, but because it should be. It is more Christ-like and suggests forgiveness and hope. 

Home 

 I think I know what some may think when they hear the reading from Paul’s Second Letter to the 

Thessalonians, “Anyone unwilling to work should not eat.” That one sentence could be used as an excuse 

for a lot of judging, which, lest we forget, is pretty much God’s job.  We need to realize, however, that the 

initial organization for those early small Christian congregations was very idealistic.  They were to share 

and share alike, to own all things in common, which was fine unless there were those who didn’t 

contribute. Of course, there were people who were bound to take advantage of these small, vulnerable 

and idealistic communities. Paul was warning them, like a parent, to cut it out! And he was assuring the 

rest that they would never be weary when they did right.  

You may have heard of the priest in New York City who responded to a man who asked him for 

some money.  He gave the man a dollar, but as the priest turned away, the man grabbed for his wallet. 

The priest decked him, but he made sure the man still got the dollar! We’re Christians, not doormats. But 

when in doubt, Jesus tells us it is best to err on the side of generosity. He refers to those in need as 

blessed and our brothers and sisters.  Jesus teaches us to act with hope. 

 When Jesus talked about the future in our gospel for today, he didn’t paint a very bright picture. 

He spoke of wars and earthquakes and famines and plagues.  He warned those who listened to him that 

they would be persecuted and hated and perhaps even alienated from their families for following him. 

But he also promised them that they would gain their souls. Is that a realistic, attractive promise for those 

who fear persecution?  Probably not. I think the greater promise is that they could trust Jesus – that life 

lived in faith is hopeful. More than once he promised them not to worry about their testimony, because 

when their faith was challenged, he would give them words and a wisdom that no one could withstand or 

contradict.  To be able to trust that God is our defense and our protector… That doesn’t mean we will 

never know suffering, but God does work through suffering.  Even out of suffering God gives good. As 

Joseph said to his brothers once they discovered that he was alive in Egypt, “You meant this for evil, but 

God used it for good.”  

    And then we come to Isaiah. Where prophecy is concerned, let’s face it, nobody actually likes to 

take a look at the “big picture.”  Nobody enjoys thinking about the “long haul.” We prefer immediate 

gratification.   

 The reading we have from Isaiah for today is extraordinary. His vision is beautiful.  This is 

particularly striking when you consider that his beautiful vision came out of a time of anguish. After King 

Solomon, Israel was divided into two kingdoms, Israel in the north and Judah in the south – one tiny 

kingdom divided into two tinier kingdoms – surrounded by empires! 

http://www.storybus.org/
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 These two tiny kingdoms were vulnerable. In his lifetime, Isaiah witnessed the fall of Israel.  He 

also witnessed the Assyrian invasion of Judah. Men, women and children were slaughtered or carried off 

as slaves. Isaiah knew the realities of war, of being conquered, overrun, and destroyed.     

           From within all that pain, he gave us a vision of a future that has the beauty of hope itself. He 

understood the value of hope, the value of positive thinking, if you will!  He foresaw things that haven’t 

even happened yet.  And yet, if we live as though they could happen, as if they will happen, what richness 

does that give to our lives now? That is the point of vision. That is the point of hope.  And that is the point 

of faith.  Isaiah saw a world that will be so new that everything will change to the point that no one will 

even remember the painful present.   

“No more shall there be in it   

an infant that lives but a few days,   

or an old person who does not live out a lifetime… 

They shall build houses – and inhabit them; 

they shall plant vineyards – and eat their fruit. 

They shall not build and another inhabit; 

they shall not plant and another eat;” 

 Isaiah understood what his people needed to hear.  He understood that they needed hope. He 

reminded them of God’s promises. We all need hope to live.  Isaiah reminded them of the coming of the 

Messiah.  We will hear more of Isaiah’s visions in the next few weeks.  

We are now in a season of hope. That is what Thanksgiving and Christmas offer us. Hope. A vision 

of the future that is whole and healthy and filled with the joy of having enough. We’re all beginning to 

think about gifts right now. Let’s give ourselves the gift of living into the vision God offers us.   

 


